
PLEASE SEE SIGNATURE FORM AND SIGN APPROPRIATE LINE     PERTAINING 

TO OUR “CAT CARRIER POLICY”

INITIAL EACH LINE ITEM and BRING THIS CHECKLIST WITH YOU AT TIME OF DROP OFF

If my carrier is too small, too large, dirty, in disrepair, has a plastic door, or is constructed of 

fabric/cardboard, I will rent one from The Cat's Meow for $5; my cat will be swapped from my 

carrier/container to CMSNAP's carrier for spay/neuter and back into mine to travel home with me 

after surgery.

I have thoroughly cleaned my medium-sized, plastic carrier(s) inside and out for the safety of all 

volunteers and cats.

I understand that it is in my cat's best interest to be fully vaccinated.  If not, I understand they are at 

an increased risk of contracting URI or other airborne illnesses.

I understand that each of my cats must be in its own carrier to be transported to surgery.

Each of my cats weighs at least 2 pounds (3+ is preferable)

My female cats, if any, are NOT DETECTABLY PREGNANT

Each of my cats is visibly healthy and has no signs of vomiting, diahrea or URI (upper respiratory 

infection).

Per Step 1, I carefully read, understand and followed the "Instructions for Preparing my Cat &  Carrier 

for Transport" and reviewed the "Post Op Instructions".

I know to leave my cat in my vehicle until a Cat's Meow representative safety checks its carrier.

I LET MY CAT(S) EAT AND DRINK NORMALLY TODAY.  I am bringing a small, unopened can of pate 

style food with me to the Roundup.

Per Step 2, I HAVE ALL OF THE REQUIRED FORMS WITH ME.

I have provided two (2) bath towels for each of my cats, placing one (1) inside each cat's carrier and 

one (1) on each cat's carrier or in a bag.

If I don't bring two (2) towels per cat, I will purchase the necessary number of towels from The Cat's 

Meow for $2 each.

(Extras:  rabies vacc - $10, distemper vacc - $10, flea Rx - $5, tapeworm Rx - $5, blood draw - $5, 

Feral Cat Project microchip inserted - $15, insert my microchip - $5)

Per Step 3, I paid my $15 per cat Admin/Reservation Fee online with Brown Paper Tickets to lock in 

my appointment(s).  I understand that this fee helps The Cat's Meow cover basic costs of being in 

business and is COMPLETELY SEPARATE from surgery and surgery-related items located on the 

"Service Request" form from Step 2.

Fees for surgeries, vaccines, etc are COMPLETELY SEPARATE from the $15 per cat 

Admin/Reservation Fee that I paid online/over the phone and are paid for at time of drop off with 

cash.  The Cat's Meow receives these fees and gives them to Feral Cat Project on my behalf.

(Surgeries: feral/free-roaming - N/C, tame males - $15, tame females - $25)


